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1st Ubiwhere spin-off on Smart Cities 



www.bikeemotion.com 









1st  Wolfsburg  Germany, Europe   50 

2nd  Birmingham  Alabama, US   400 

3rd  Algarve  Portugal, Europe   25 

4th  Richmond  Virginia, US   250 

5th  Baltimore  Maryland, US   500 

6th  Summit County  Utah, US   100 

7th  Seattle   Washington, US   1.200 

8th … 

Starting… 



Birmingham (Alabama, US) 



Birmingham (Alabama, US) 



Birmingham (Alabama, US) 



Baltimore (Maryland, US) 



Richmond (Virginia, US) 



Urban Intelligence on Smart Cities 



Urban Intelligence on Smart Cities 



Smart Cities Vertical Applications 







www.citibrain.com 

smart solutions for 
global challenges 





A PARKING TICKET THAT NEVER EXPIRES 

smart  
parking 



indicative panels  
Inform the driver  about 
the number of  available 

parking  places in 
certain zones 

payment 
Kiosk, Mobile  

Application, SMS 

mobile application  
Indicates available  
places and maps  
routes up to them 

supervision 
The agent receives system  
notifications about  vehicles 

in infraction to  act in 
accordance 

parking sensor  Information 
about parking  place 

availability is sent in  real 
time to parking  

management system 

how it works 



NO ONE LIKES TO WAIT 

smart  
traffic 



how it works 

central system 
· Infers inputs from the sensor network detecting and predicting traffic congestion 
· Redirects vehicles through suggestions in the vertical panels 
· Provides directions in mobile applications 
· Provides alerts on websites of public consultation 
· Controls the vertical signalling privileging the traffic flow in critical areas 
· Accessible and integrated with civil protection systems, creating privileged routes  in case 
of catastrophes, accidents and emergencies of any kind 

sensor 
Transmits the volume  

and flow of traffic 
•  through gateways 



smart  
waste 

VALUE URBAN WASTE 



how it works 

collection trucks  
Perform the most efficient  
route. Decrease fuel costs, 

collection points  
Containers with sensors  

inform about the 

•  vehicle and remaining waste  occupational state, sudden  
collection operation   movements or fires 

The system allows the access to waste containers through RFID cards. The garbage  bags 
used by each citizen allow the identification, meaning that the waste placed by  them will be 
recorded in their user accounts. After confirming the contents of the  bags in the selection 

phase of the waste processing company, these "points" can be  used to calculate the rate of 
urban waste. 



AIR IS AN ESSENTIAL GOOD 

smart  
air quality 



how it works 

•  lighting or electrical posts) 

The information collected by these stations can be used to improve urban planning,  
strategy and interaction with the city residents, but also be combined with  information from 

other Citibrain systems. 
 
These stations communicate in real time with Air Quality Management System  through Wi-

Fi or GPRS, and are powered energetically by the structure in which they  are installed. 

sensing stations 
Discretely installed into the existing urban  

furniture (such as vertical signing, street 



info@citibrain.com · www.citibrain.com 



Enabling Unified Smart Cities' solutions 
with 5G technologies 









THANK YOU! 


